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New WISKA highlights for cable entry at Light + Building 2016 

 

WISKA is going to present four new products at Light + Building in Frankfurt, proving itself an expert in 

electrical installation. Product novelties include a plug-in junction box, a compression cable gland, 

high-performance pressure equalization units as well as a unique cable entry system. 

The new WISKA WHK junction box offers a fast pluggable installation for internal applications. With diverse 

knockouts for 3 to 5 pole common installation plug connectors in the lid, it allows for easy external installation 

instead of complex wiring inside. On request WISKA is supplying the box pre-wired. 

The new in-house developed ShotGLAND is likewise versatile. Small and Hot: SHOT - The name of this new 

cable gland series says it all. Besides its special compact design, it is perfectly suited for applications under 

extreme temperatures. This is being ensured by silicone sealings while standard applications will be served by 

EPDM inserts. When it comes to most compact components, ShotGLAND with its minimal installation height is 

one of the flattest cable glands on the market. 

Being a pioneer in the development of breathable cable glands, this year WISKA is also going to extend its 

Venting range. Besides the VentGLAND® and the VentPLUG pressure equalization units in M12, WISKA 

now also manufactures polyamide pressure equalization units in M20 and M40. These convince by their new 

high-performance membranes, which in high airflow quality compared to the standard membrane even achieve 

a 2.5 times higher air flow rate on the same membrane size. Just like all applied membranes of WISKA, the 

new types are UV and salt water resistant and therefore ideally suited for roughest environments. 

Last but not least, WISKA is going to showcase its CONMAXX cable entry system for the first time in 

Frankfurt. Following a modular design, by choosing frames, grid units and seals, CONMAXX allows for a 

maximum of individual cable entry. The closed frame, the grid audibly locking into place and the conically 

shaped sealing elements make it unique and ensure a significantly easier and safe assembly. The varied 

choice of sealing inserts ensures a variety of cable diameters, safe seal and strain relief on the cable by their 

conical design. Later changes to cabling are easily realized by exchanging the seals and grid units; dismantling 

of the frame is not necessary. 

WISKA at Light + Building: Hall 8, Stand E51. http://www.wiska.com/en/home/lightbuilding-2016/ 
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About WISKA 

 

WISKA manufactures electrical equipment, lighting products and CCTV camera surveillance systems for trade, 

industry and shipbuilding. Founded in Hamburg in 1919, the family-owned company today employs over 260 

employees worldwide. The product range includes, for example, cable glands, junction boxes, searchlights, 

floodlights, reefer container sockets and switches, completed by digital CCTV technology. WISKA operates its 

own research and development facilities and production plants next-door at its headquarters in Germany and 

has a global network of representatives and subsidiaries who ensure a quick and effective on-site customer 

service. www.wiska.com 

 

 

Picture subtitles 

Photo „(WISKA-WHK-en)“: „WHK: The new plug-in junction box from WISKA“ 

Photo „(WISKA-ShotGLAND-en)“: „ShotGLAND: Compact WISKA cable gland for extreme temperatures“ 

Photo „(WISKA-VentPLUG-en)“: „Venting by WISKA: High air flow against condensation “ 

Photo „(WISKA-CONMAXX-en)“: „CONMAXX: Maximum flexbility for cable entry“ 
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